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The influence of a magnetic field on the fluorescence of NO2 has been studied by time-resolved expenments It has been found
that the magnetic field quenched the pre-exponential of the fluorescence signal but did not alter its lifetime A simple model based
on an expanded two-level approxlmatlon has been proposed The model has quahtatlvely accounted for the observed expenmental results

1. Introduction
Spectroscopy of NOz m the visible region 1sgreatly
complicated [ l-61 since the two extstmg absorbing
electronic states ‘B, and 2B2 heavrly perturb each
other The perturbation causes mixing of rovrbromc
levels belonging to those electronic states whrch substantially comphcates not only the absorption and
fluorescence spectra of the molecule but also the radratronless relaxatron dynamics m a given electronic
system [ 7-101
It has long been known that perturbatron by an external magnetrc field may serve as a source of addmonal channels of radratronless relaxation of electronic excitation energy in some molecules [ 1l- 17 ]
The direct consequence of this is that magnetic fields
may have a definite influence on the molecules’ absorption cross-sectron, quantum yield of fluorescence, spectral drstrrbutron of the latter, etc On the
other hand, studying magnetrcally induced quenching of fluorescence for vanous molecular systems may
provide valuable information about mechamsms of
radtatronless relaxation Investigation of the mag’ Present address Institute of Physical Chemistry, Umversitat
Basel, Khngelbergstrasse 80, CH-4056 Basel, Switzerland
’ Present address Institute of Physical and Chemical Research
(RIKEN), Hlrosawa 2-1, Wako-shl, Saltama 351-01, Japan
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netrc quenching of time-resolved fluorescence of
small and medmm-sized molecules has turned out to
be the most powerful tool for elucrdatmg the nature
of magnetically induced radiationless transitions
since rt 1s the fluorescence lifetime that 1s most sensrtrve to a perturbatron of that kmd
As was first demonstrated m expenments with stationary excrtatron of fluorescence by Levy et al [ 1820], the fluorescence and absorption of nitrogen
droxrde are quenched m the presence of a magnetic
field It was shown that the magnetic field affected
only the discrete structure of the fluorescence spectrum [ 191 but not the dense, unresolved manifold
The magnitude of the magnetic field effect depended
Lorentzlanally on the magnetic field strength Pressure dependence of the effect was observed only for
low gas density Finally, excrtatron wavelength dependence of the effect was found to be strongly irregular [20] The observed data were qualitatively
accounted for by the model which assumed a magnetically mduced couplmg of the levels of the fluorescent state 2Bl with highly excited levels of the
ground 2AI state [20-221 The model reduced actually to an analysis of a two-level system coupled by
magnetic field perturbatron
To gain a better understanding of the mechanism
of magnetrcally induced quenching of NO2 fluorescence we have studied the influence of magnetic fields
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on the time-resolved fluorescence of N02. In addltlon, we have performed a simple theoretical treatment of our experimental results on the basis of an
expanded two-level approxlmatlon

thermal decomposition of Pb (NO,), and punfied
by vacuum trap-to-trap dlstlllatlon to remove traces
of NO and O2

3. Results
2. Experimental
The expenment was carried out m a cylmdncal
stainless-steel gas cell (d= 40 mm, I= 100 mm)
equipped with two hole-centered solenoids creating
a uniform magnetic field m the working volume and
SIXquartz windows placed along the three mutually
perpendicular axes of the cell The strength of the
field could be smoothly varied from 0 to 3 6 kG The
pressure m the cell was typically 10-3-10 Torr
The fluorescence of pure gaseous nitrogen dioxide
was excited perpendicularly to the magnetic field by
a pulsed home-built dye laser pumped with a XeCl
exclmer laser The dye laser (coumarm 120 m
ethanol) was designed with the use of an oscdlatoramplifier scheme with transverse pumping The laser
bandwidth was 0 15 cm-’ (at 436 nm), the energy
was 3-5 mJ/pulse, the pulse duration was x 10 ns
The diameter of the beam was 3 mm The fluorescence was observed uflth two photomultlphers, placed
in perpendicular and parallel dlrectlons with respect
to the magnetic field and perpendicularly to the beam
of exciting light We used two photomultipliers to find
out if the quenching effect of the magnetic field was
caused by the field itself orJust by possible alteration
of the spatial dlstnbutlons of the fluorescence m the
field Both sets of measurements gave the same results indicating that the latter was not the case In
front of each photomultlpher we put 700 nm mterference filters to prevent scattering of the exciting
hght
Data acquisition was performed by a mlcrocomputer linked with a multichannel analyzer, a boxcar
and other devices through a CAMAC interface The
multichannel analyzer had 1024 8-bit memory cells
and a sample rate ranging from 50 to 3200 ns/count
Time-resolved fluorescence emerging from the cell
after a dye laser pulse was recorded by the analyzer,
normalized by laser power, averaged and treated m
the computer Expenments with an empty cell gave
no background
The NOz used m our experiments was obtained by

In agreement with data determined by other workers [ 14,231 we found that the fluorescence signal of
NO2 at A,,=436 45 nm was essentially monoexponentlal Analysis of the Stern-Volmer dependence
gave us the values of the radiative lifetime rp = 36 f
6 ps and the self-quenching rate constant k, = ( 1 73
f 0 14) x 1O- *’ cm3 s- ’ for NOz fluorescence These
are m good agreement with the data of ref [ 231 (for
A,, =434 80 nm)
We found that the magnetic field decreased the
amplitude of NOz fluorescence (the pre-exponential
parameter) but had no influence on its lifetime Fig
1 shows the ratio (A,/&) =MFE (magnetic field
effect) versus magnetic field strength (H) at an NO*
pressure of 0 14 Torr and A,,=436 45 nm Here AH,
A0 are the signal amplitudes measured with and
without magnetic field, respectively The qualitative
behavlour of this curve agrees wth the data of refs
[ 18-201, namely it can be fitted by the Lorentzlan
law It should be noted, however, that since we used
a different excitation wavelength and expenmental
methodology than those m refs [ 18-201 our comparison with their results must bear only a quahtatlve character
Fig 2 shows the dependence of the MFE on NO*
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4. Discussion
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Fig 3 MFE versus excitation energy at H=2 7 kG and at two
different gas pressures ( 0 ) 0 29 Torr and ( 0 ) 0 03 Torr Zero
on the x axis corresponds to 436 45 nm

pressure, equal to the total gas pressure (p), at A,, =
436 45 nm and H=2 7 kG One can see that at low
pressure the magnitude of the magnetic field effect
decreased with pressure (the MFE became closer to
1) whereas at higher pressures it remained unchanged within experimental accuracy A similar behavior of such a dependence was observed in ref

Radlatlon wth A,,= 436 45 nm excites transltlons
‘Blt2Al and 2B2+‘A, m NO2 [l-10,24]
Unfortunately, detalled rotational analysis of NO2 absorption m this spectral region has not been published
yet and so we do not know which rovlbromc levels
were excited m our case Since two electronic transitions were involved m absorption one could expect
to get bl- or poly-exponential fluorescence decay
rather than the expenmentally observed monoexponentlal one The reason for this may be due to a
small or on the contrary a large difference m the hfetimes of the ‘B1 and 2B2 electronic states In both
cases the detection of blexponentlahty may be
dlfflcult
NO2 1s a sparse intermediate case molecule [ 25 ]
at our range of excitation energy, i e yppn= 0 1< 1
Here yn and pn are the lmewldth and density of rovlbromc ground state levels mteractmg with the excited state levels Therefore, m non-collisional conditions, the quantum yeld of NO2 fluorescence
should be close to 1 However, at finite gas pressure
there always exists some colhslonal relaxation which
tends to reduce the yield If the levels of the excited
states mteract wth those of the ground state such a
colhslonal relaxation would result m fluorescence
quenching [ 25 ] (the interaction may be induced by
the colhslon itself or may have an mtramolecular
ongm)
The external magnetic field may couple the levels
of the ‘Bl electromc state and of the ground ‘Al state
of NO2 [ 26-281 It was shown expenmentally m this
work and by Levy et al [ 18-201 that the magnetic
field suppressed fluorescence of this molecule The
authors of refs [ 18-20 ] proposed a kinetic model
which m the steady-state treatment for NOf accounted for the expenmental results obtained at statlonary excltatlon of fluorescence The kmetlc scheme
adopted a formal rate constant for the process of
“magnetically colhslonally Induced fluorescence
quenchmg” which was taken to be proportional to

1201

HZ However,

3 shows the dependence of the MFE on ;1,, at
p=O 29 and 0 03 Torr, H=2 7 kG The dependence
is irregular, as in ref [20]

NO2 fluorescence lifetime m the magnetic field which
we did not observe Thus, Levy’s treatment does not
account for our experimental results
For sparse mtermedlate case molecules especially,
a simple model can be developed on the basis of a
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two-level approxlmatlon [ 281 The model considers
fluorescence of a molecule as a sum of mdlvldual
emlsslons from a number (N) of coherently excited
two-level systems, with each such system being composed of one ground state level (a) and one fluorescent state level (s) Let us denote 1s’) and 1!Z’)
zeroth-order elgenfunctlons correspondmg to s and
II levels m couple number I The magnetic field perturbatlon will mix elgenfunctlons made each couple,
and the degree of mixing will be determined by the
magnetic field strength and by the difference m zeroth-order energes New wavefunctions ~11 have the
following form
(n’>=~cr:,Is’)+j3~IQ’),
n

n=l,2,

(1)

new energes will be CL and new widths ~111be

Y:,=Y::INl12+Y618iI12

(2)

Here (Y:,, pi and e :, can easily be evaluated from firstorder perturbation theory Coherent excitation will
excite both I 1’) and 12’) levels m each couple The
state mltlally prepared by laser excltatlon can be
written as a linear combmatlon,

J2=-1,

(3)

E:,=t:,-05Jy;

(4)

Expenmentally observed
proportional to the sum

Ifl(t)a$
(C)-‘(sLl
I

fluorescence

should be

Wt)>2

(5)

The (overslmphfied) model assumes that the couples differ from each other only m the energy gap Aw
between the levels comprlsmg the couple while the
coupling matrix element V,, pressure-dependent
lmewldths ySand yn, and radiative lifetime of zerothorder (s) state r, are the same for all the couples Let
us rewnte assumption (5 ) as
Ifl(f)ar;lf

I [(n
t

c:,(s’ln’>

>I
2

exp(-@it)

(6)
The quantity m square brackets 1s the fluorescence
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decay of a single couple which 1s a complicated function of V,, ys, ynand Ao The summation of the contnbutlons to total fluorescence signal from mdlvldual couples 1s then replaced by integration over Aw
Such a procedure is correct only if the number of twolevel systems involved 1s quite large Computer slmulatlons showed, however, that the basic features of
the model already became apparent when only three
couples with different Aw were mcluded m the sum
The result 1s that the fluorescence signal m a magnetic field may be approximately separated into several monoexponential components The first one is
a fast component which reflects the process of dephasing of coherently excited levels mteractmg with
the magnetic field, yfmtK Vi The lifetime of a shorthved component must be of the order of plcoseconds
[29,30] so it could not be resolved under our expenmental conditions The other components should
have hfetlmes of the order of ya ’ and y; ’ As far as
long-lived components are concerned the result of
the integration over Aw again gives us a smgle-couple decay where Aw’ 1s replaced by some average
quantity close to ( w ) =,/m
Thus we can find
an analytical representation of long-hved fluorescence decay m the field of perturbation V, for such
a special case
To apply this model to NO2 the following assumptlons should be made
(a) The magnetic field induces the mixing of the
levels of two Renner-Teller components ‘A, and ‘B,
of the ‘4 state of the linear NO2 molecule The
mechamsm was described m detail m refs [ 26-28 ]
(b) The lmewldths of the levels of the fluorescent
(s) and ground (Q) states can be wntten as yS=
r: ’ + k, p and yQ= r,- ’ + kQp where k, and kg are the
colhslonal relaxation rate constants and p 1s the gas
pressure The meaning of the r; 1 term m the expression for yn may be understood as follows Rotational
levels of NO2 with gven J are split by spm-rotatlonal mteractlon into two components F1 and F2
Each of them 1s m turn spht mto three components
G, by hyperfine interaction The constants of the
spin-rotatlonal and hyperiine mteractlons for the
ground state of NO2 are 500 and 143 MHz, respectlvely [ 3 1 ] If we assume that the cross sections of
collisional relaxation among the components of hypertine and fine structure are much larger than a,,*
and yb widths exceed the values of hyperfine and
665
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fine sphttmg then formally the relaxation rate m these
subsystems will be described by ummolecular
kinetics
(c) The effective density of the ground state rovlbromc levels seen by one fluorescent state level ( s )
1s pp= 0 6 cm Here selection rules AK= 0 and
AJ= + 1, 0 for the magnetic field couplmg between
the levels of the ‘A, and 2BI states [26-281 were
taken mto conslderatlon
(d) The maxlmum value of the matnx element of
the field-induced interaction 1s not greater than 0 1
cm-‘/kG [28] Since pnxO 6 cm we take mto account only occasional two-level resonances [ 25 ]
(The two-level approximation 1s applicable only
when V&K (pn)-‘. If this condltlon 1s violated
three-, four-, etc level mteractlons must be
considered )
(e) Compared to the pn value the density of optical transitions in NO2 molecule 1slarge enough [ 3 1]
so that a 0.15 cm- ’ wide excltatlon populates a great
number ( 2 103) of rovlbromc levels NO2 fluorescence may be thought of as a superposition of the
emission of that number of individual levels, some
of which are coupled with other levels via the magnetic field interaction
Let us now proceed to discuss our experimental
results within the frame of the outlmed model Since
the NO2 fluorescence lifetime was independent of
magnetic field strength m the 0 0 l-2 Torr pressure
range we have to accept
Y~=Y,(=Y),

k,=k, (=k,)

(7)

Besides, rs and rP should have the same order of magnitude No expenmental mformatlon about kQ values 1s available in the scientific literature so we can
take the value k,= (1 73t-0 14) x lo-*’ cm3 s-’ as
some integral characteristic of kg Assumption (7)
automatically Bves monoexponential fluorescence
decay m a magnetic field with rate y and a pre-exponential parameter equal to
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MFE+= A*
o-

= 1+ ,,;,,

vi ,

co

const =4/(~)~,

(9)

m agreement with the expenmental results of ref
[20] Unfortunately, we did not saturate the MFE
m our experiments but our data still obey eq (9)
In the hmlt of low fields AH/Ao= 1-const ( 1-A,/
A,) Vi and one can see from fig 4 that experimental
points ( 1-AH/A,)
are mdeed directly proportional
to HZ From the slope of this dependence we can estlmate an upper limit for the coefflclent of proportlonahty x between V, and ZY,V,=xH Even If (0)
IsaslargeasO 1 cm-1Xhastheorderof10-2cm-‘/
kG This validates assumption (d)
Consider now an apphcatlon of the density-matnx
formahsm to the problem The solution of the charactenstlc equation for a two-level system shows that
the presence of a perturbation will change the effective radiative hfetlme of the system as far as ys# yQ,
1 e we again have to accept that eq (7) holds For
the case of stationary excltatlon one can obtain the
followmg expression for the mtenslty of fluorescence
from a single couple

(10)
Here W. IS the rate of optlcal pumpmg of level s by
a cw laser, r= f (y$+ m) When N two-level systems
are excited the total emlsslon can be rotten out as
a sum of (lo),

02

.

0 16

(8)
(The high-frequency oscillatory part that should have
averaged down to zero m our experiment was neglected ) Thus we have a Lorentzlan shape for normalized MFE,
666
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Fig 4 Lmear dependence of ( I-MFE) on the squared magnetic
field strength The slope of the dependence 1sequal to 0 015
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(11)
where CY,1s the statlstlcal weight of the zth two-level
system Let us assume for simphcity a square excltatlon profile Since all the couples are ldentlcal besides having different Aw we can state that (Y,= 1/N
Summation ( 11) will exphcltly replace Aw m ( 10)
by (o) Again the expression for normalized MFE

MFE’=s

= 1 +const’

fl

Vi ’

4
const =

(o)2+r2

(12)

takes a Lorentzlan shape Note that this IS the same
result as eq (9) if one assumes m eq ( 12) that
(w) >>r
Now let us mspect the pressure dependence of the
MFE given by eq ( 10) Substltutmg (7) into ( 10)
we obtain
MFE+=I-

fl

2v;
(o>2+ (r-‘+k,p)2+4V$
(13)

Here t has the same order of magmtude as 7, and TV
This predicts a decreasmg MFE (1 e approachmg
unity) with pressure at low pressures, when k,p IS of
the same order of magnitude as (0)’ and/or Vi,
and saturatton
of the effect at MFEz 1, when the
pressure term becomes the major one m the denommator This IS m good agreement with the data of
Levy et al [ 18-201 and with our experimental results Note that Zflvanishes at mfimtely large pressure m accordance with mtultlve expectation
The dependence of the MFE on excitation wavelength can be understood d we remember that the
real density of both s and IIstates ISnot uniform The
average value of the perturbation matnx element
must be different from one set of levels to another
as well Therefore contammatlon of the resultmg
wavefunction with !I levels will depend on the excltatlon wavelength For example, a sharp increase m
the effect at - AVX 0 6 cm- ’ may testify to a much
stronger field-induced S-Q mixing at this point than
at say Au=0
Thus using the assumptions made and the model
developed m ref [ 28 ] we are able to explam qualltatlvely our experimental results
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